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About DataBio
The main goal of the DataBio project is to show the benefits of big
data technologies in the raw material production from agriculture,
forestry and fishery for the bioeconomy industry to produce food,
energy and biomaterials responsibly and sustainably.

BIG data sources
and big data types
structured and unstructured data
spatio-temporal data
machine generated data
imagery/ sensor data
geospatial data
genomics DATA

DataBio addresses this issue by designing and deploying
innovative big data solutions based on partners‘ infrastructures,
and demonstrating their power through agriculture, forestry
and fishery pilots. The solutions include big data acquisition and
curation, predictive analytics and machine learning, real-time
analytics and stream processing as well as advanced visualisations.
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DataBio showcases an effective utilisation of big data
for wider uptake by the European ICT industry. This will
support efficient decision making and productivity increase in the
bioeconomy sector and increase investments in this area.
data
analytics
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deep learning
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The DataBio project was launched in January 2017 and is designed
to respond to a specific European Union’s challenge relevant to
the capability of deploying data technologies at large scale and
in a systematic manner. The project is implemented through
agriculture, forestry and fishery large scale pilots, meaning to
serve as best practice examples to other sectors, as well as a
source of generic solutions to all data intensive sectors.
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Problem Statement
The current major limitations to large scale big data market
include:
1. big data sets are heterogeneous, can be unstructured, hard to
process,
2. often valuable data is measured for real time use, not suitably
preserved,
3. big data will be exponentially created, processed and
stored in the coming years, but no single infrastructure can do
the job alone.
To address these issues, DataBio is deploying a state of the art
and interoperable big data platform on top of existing partners’
infrastructures in order to enable users with different profiles to
fully benefit from the underlying high processing capabilities.
DataBio activities aim mainly at empirical demonstration of
the benefits of big data technologies in terms of sustainable
improvement of productivity of the best possible industry raw
materials in the target bioeconomy sectors.
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DataBio Technology
The agriculture, forestry and fishery pilots in the project involve
cross-domain activities with geospatial and Earth observation
sectors. Key big data technological components are depicted in the
diagram on the right hand side.
The heterogeneity is an important focus point in the project.
The work of ICT, big data and Earth observation (EO) experts
provide the enabling technologies to support big data variety and
variability. In addition, DataBio will support big data velocity and
volume.
•

Variety represents the need to analyse data from a number
of domains and a number of data types.

•

Variability refers to changes in data rate, format/structure,
semantics, and/or quality that impact the supported application,
analytic, or problem.

•

Velocity is the rate of flow at which the data is created, stored,
analysed or visualized.

•

Volume represents the extensive amount of data available
for analysis to extract valuable information.
[draft ISO/IEC CD 20546]
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DataBio Methodology
The overall methodology of DataBio is to build and pilot a big
data technology platforms based on existing technologies and
data sets. The main aim is to verify and validate the concept
through several pilots in the chosen sectors in collaboration with
end users.
The main phases include:
•

Concept Definition - collection and review of end users
requirements. DataBio compares the requirements of
different sectors including agriculture, forestry and fishery in
order to establish requirements of the common big DataBio
platform.

•

Platform and Pilot Deployment - definition of the
technical requirements and the final system architecture
integrating different big data components.

•

Validation - The sectorial pilot implementations will be
continuously supported and validated by stakeholders and by
experts on big data and earth observation.
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DataBio Consortium
The DataBio consortium includes 48 partners from 17 countries
including 14 EU countries, Switzerland, Norway and Israel.
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Expected Achievements
and Business Innovation
Databio’s expected achievements include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrate increase of productivity in bioeconomy
Increase of market share of big data technology providers in
the bioeconomy sector
More than double the use of big data technology in bioeconomy
Leveraging additional target sector investments by a factor
of > 5
More than 100 organisations in demonstrations
Liason with other big data actions
Closely working with the Big Data Value Association (BDVA)

DataBio pilots are implementing market or near-to-market ready
big data and Earth observation solutions that will provide a space
for new business opportunities and innovation.
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Pilots
DataBio defined 26 pilot cases in agriculture, forestry and
fishery. These pilots will demonstrate the power of big data, along
with its supporting tools and technical infrastructures.
Common approaches and models are being implemented
in the process of reviewing end user requirements and user
understanding in co-innovative environment, with an eye towards
the development, adaptation, customisation and integration of a
set of interfaces, platforms, tools and services, utilising existing
or very near-to-market science and technologies.
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Agriculture Pilots
Big data technologies are driving the entire economy including lowtech industries such as agriculture where it is implemented under
the banner of precision farming.
Big data technologies build on geo-coded maps of agricultural fields
and the real-time monitoring of activities on the farm in order to
increase the efficiency of resource use and reduce the uncertainty
of management decisions. Under precision farming, yield is
increased due to the precise selection and application of exact
types and doses of agricultural inputs (crop varieties, fertilizers,
pesticides, herbicides, irrigation water) for optimum crop growth
and development.
A

Precision horticulture including vine and olives

B

Arable precision farming

C

Subsidies and insurance
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Forestry Pilots
The project pilots in the forestry domain aim to automate the
identification of forest health and damages based on satellite
images as well as the production of maps of implemented cuttings
for monitoring purposes.
The goal is to optimise tree resources through detailed
characterisation of trees using tools such as airborne laser scanning
and smart assignment of trees, i.e. deciding which trees go to saw
mills, pulp/paper, textiles or biofuels, in order to match offer and
demand. New management tools are created that take into account
non-wood products and conservation areas while at the same time
maximising timber production and economic yield.
A

Multisource and data crowdsourcing /e-services

B

Forest health / remote sensing

C

Forest data management services
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Fishery Pilots
According to the World Bank and the Food and Agricultural
Organization, fisheries are an underperforming global asset.
It is estimated that its production could be increased by $50
billion per year, if one could achieve better management and less
overcapitalisation of the fishing fleets.
The fisheries pilots focus on an optimisation of fuel consumption,
costs and downtime associated with maintenance and breakdown
of vessels as well as supporting operational choices including vessel
loading, weather routing, machinery sensors maintenance and
informing on suitable fishing areas and methods.
A

Fishing vessels immediate operational choices

B

Fishing vessel trip and fisheries planning

C

Fisheries sustainability and value
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Associated Partners
End user companies, stakeholder organisations and sectorial
association have been selected and invited to associated partners.
Associated partners participate to the pilots and input and
feedback of associated partner is utilized during the co-innovative
preparation phase.
In order to be capable to be actively involved in pilots they will
be invited to co-innovation, training and feedback seminars and
workshops.

LIST OF ASSOCIATED PARTNERS
at http://www.databio.eu
DataBio has about 100 associated partners. If you are interested
to become an associated partner, please contact us at the
following email address: info@databio.eu.
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Find out more at https://www.databio.eu/

